Directions: Read each question carefully and choose the best answer.
1. You are looking for a book that comes
from the author’s imagination. Where in
the library would you look for this type of
book?
 The fiction section
 The biography section
 The nonfiction section
2. Look at the titles and call numbers of the
books below. Which book is a non-fiction
book?
Title

Author

Charlotte’s E.B. White
Web
The Very
Eric Carle
Hungry
Caterpillar
Play-byJeff Savage
Play
Football

Call
Number
FIC WHI
E CAR
796.332
SAV

 Charlotte’s Web
 The Very Hungry Caterpillar
 Play-by-Play Football

3. You need to know about what to believe on
the Internet. You have found a book in the
library about the Internet, but you can not
find “believe” in the index. You need
another term. What word should you try
next?
 Know
 Think
 Trust
4. You must find the answers to these
questions.
•
•
•

What do snakes eat?
Where do snakes live?
How do snakes grow?

What keyword should you look up?





Rat
Desert
Snakes
Jungle

5. You need to do a science project. After
you choose a subject, what should you do
next?
 Find books and websites on your
subject.
 Create a research plan.
 Write a report.
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6. Sometimes you use the Internet to find
information. What is the Internet search
tool called?





Search engine
Index
Glossary
Facebook

10. I need to know what snowy owls eat. What
would be the best part of my Snowy Owls
book to use to track down these facts?
 Bibliography
 Index
 Glossary

7. Your teacher is reading aloud a book to the
class. You go to the library to get a copy of
the book to read yourself. Which online
search catalog would you use to find the
book?
 Keyword search
 Author search
 Title search
8. You are doing a project on your state and
need to find more about its history,
population, and industries. You want to
check your library’s catalog for a book.
What type of search should you do?
 Keyword search
 Author search
 Title search
9. You want to find a book in your library’s
online catalog. Which of the following
group of choices lists the different ways it
is possible to search for a book?
 Title, Author, or Subject
 Title, Copyright Date, or Publisher
 Title, Publisher, Place of
Publication
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ANSWER KEY
1. A
2. C
3. C
4. C
5. B
6. A
7. D
8. A
9. A
10. B
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